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ACOUSTICALLY  SG\NNED  IMAGE 

I.     SUMMARY 

W#> describe hm our work darin«» the last six «onths on I new type of 

optical acannint; device w^iich makes use of acoustic surface waves to scan 

an optical image. Hie device employs a silicon semiconductor as the photo- 

detector; the nonlinear interaction of two acoust»c surface waves, whose 

electric fields interact with the silicon is employed in the basic mechanism 

of detection.  In this mode of operation, this nonlinear mechanism basically 

measures the variation of the capacity of the depletion layer of the semi- 

conductor rather than the conduction current through the depletion layer, as 

is normally the case in most solid-state devices.  The readout mechanism is 

essentially a nondestructive one. and the definition of the device is con- 

trolled basicallv bv the bandwidth^of the acoustic surface wave signal e^loyed, 

while the number of resolvable spots is equal to the time-bandwidth product 

of the surface wave uevicc.  The measured sensitivities of some of these de- 

vices arc of the order of 1 ..W cm although, because of the presence of sur- 

face states, our results have varied quite widclv at tne present time from 

one device to  another. 

In Section IT ve describe our work on the nirr.ap  Si-I.iNb"*T  corvol"er 

configuration vhich is employed in this optical itnarjnt; device.  It has proved 

':Ol^vcnic^•■ to work with, this configuration because of our exporience with 

earlier convolvers based on this type of construction and because it is sitrple 

to clnnpc the semiconductor samples that .TO employed so as to test out the 

principles of operation.  Ve do not record fhfs conf iRiirat ion as ;» final one; 
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wc regard It MM as a laboratory tool for test in»; out cur research ideas 

«hen thev are first conceived.  Thus in Section TT we describe our work on 

scannlns optical inap.es with the alrgap eWMlMT, and how wc are able to 

obtain directly, in this device. Frcsncl Md Fourier spatial transforms of 

an optical imaRc.  Wc also describe how wc have reconstructed the original 

images by carryinr out inverse transforms.  In the case of the Fresnel trans- 

forms, we do this by inserting the output signal, which is in the form of an 

rf chirp, into a dispersive delay line.  In the case of the Fourier trans- 

form, we take the inverse transform by usinr .i spectrum analyzer. 

The employment of such transforms gives a major improvement in slgnal-to- 

noise ratio because of the large scanning times emnlovcd for one spot. We 

jhow theoretically that by this technique cne can improve the signal-to-noise 

ration bv a factor NB  /n    where  N is the number of spots.  B.   is the 
' in out in 

bandwidth of the scanning signals employed in the device, and B    is the 

bandwidth after processing.  This ratio !•,. 'B    is also equal to the ratio 
in our 

of the final scan time in the display to the scan time in this device.  Im- 

provements in the signal-to-noise ratio of the ^rdor of •  dB arc easiK 

realizable in practice, as wc Will show.  Further advint .i[:es of this technique 

are that wc arc able to obtain an arbitrarily narrow output bandwidth and an 

arbitrarv sc.™ rate.  Pictures with ..    ,s<-  Mm rime and I 7' point reso- 

lution have been c-htaincd in this wav, and wc are  -irrcntlv on the point of 

testing a system with 1 I --'  resolvaMe spots.  This part of the work will 

be c mnlctcd when I new dispersive e'elav line filter, which is bcin^ supplied 

to us by Lincoln LabontoriM. becomes availcble. 
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In Section 111 we describe our theoretical development of the semicon- 

ductor convolver theory. This is required for M understanding of tha opera- 

tion of the optical imaging device, so as to be able to determine the optimum 

operating conditions. We were particularly interested in understanding the 

effect of surface states, i.e.. whether it would be useful to operate with a 

depletion layer ?t the surface, at flat band conditions or in accumulation. 

We have shown that a depleted surface is the optimum condition in which to 

operate, both for optical imaging and for convolution devices. The results 

we have obtained tneorctically are in good agreement with our experiments and 

yield an entirely new way of mrasuring the surface state density distribution 

through the bandgap. 

A complete theory for the optical sensitivity of these devices is not as 

yet fully developed, basically because in our design of the ZnO on Si con- 

volver, described in Section IV, somewhat dltfcrcnt confiRuration and considera- 

tions are used and should result in several orders of magnitude imrrovement in 

optical sensitivity. Therefore, it has not sc^ed worthwhile to carry out the 

conplcte theory for the present configuration, although we feel that our work 

for the past six montns has led us to a basic physical understanding of how the 

sensitivity depends on the operating parameters of the devices. 

In Sect!-.. IV we describe our acvclopmcnt of the technology of the ZnO 

on Si co-.volvcr .configuration for use in the optical iMgiflg device.  It has 

been our contention all alom; that the alr.-ap - I-iNbO. - Si convolver config- 

uration is only ■ step on ehe w .y to the development o." a practical ir-r.-in,- 

device.  It is not the final configuration, because  1  the airpap is mechani- 

cally difficult to work with, and    it is more difficult to obtain a device 

--- 



which Is free of surface state problems In tin Si,,  on the Si  interface 

when the SiO_ is exposed to the atmosphere rather than beinp covered by ■ 

layer of metal or other material.  It appears tbat the outside surface of 

the SP-  tends to retain surface charces; other effects, which we do not 

fully understand, alsc« appear to be present and tend to lead to nonunifom- 

ities in such devices. 

The developraen' of a ZnO on Si convolver has required a considerable 

improvement in the technology.  This we have been carryinp out. partly in 

the Stanford Integrated Circuit Laboratorv and parly in our Acoustic Labora- 

tory, using both technologies where needed.  The requirement has been, first, 

to obtain high quality ".n"  which is consistent from run-to-run and in which 

the piezoelectric coupling is at its optimum value.  This we have succeeded 

in doing very satisfactorily, after considerable development.  Secondly, we 

have required high quality transducers for use in this configuration: this 

has required considerable development.  One problem has been that, because 

the transducers arc laid down very close to the silicon surface, the capacity 

of the pads is very high and we have had to construct special transducers to 

minimize this capacity.  Also we have had to operate in a balanced mode with 

specially constructed balun transformers used to improve the efficiency. We 

are now able to. reproducibly make devices with a net terminal loss from teim- 

inal-to-tcrminal of less th.-n lr dB. using transducers with a bandwidth of 

■■ MHz and a center frequency of 1 : Mllz. Hi expect to improve the bandwidth 

by a factor of . or T.  This should make the device adeqi.itc for n yOO  spot 

image with a semiconductor length of  cm.  It should be pointed out th.it 

'. - 
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most of the development time during this part of the development of :he 

technology has been involved with improving the convolver itself, rather 

than using the Zn>Sl configuration for optical imagine.  We have now 

made convolvers whose operating characteristics are comparable to those of 

the alrgap convolver. We have also worked with waveguide configuration en 

another contract and, by narrowing the beam down, have been able to make q 

highly efficient convolver.  We have shown that the present configuration 

is optically sensitive, although we have also found that there are storage 

effects present which are dependent on surface states.  Thus,, considerable 

effort has also been devoted to minimiting these storai;e effects.  For this 

purpose, we are presently constructing a buried channel device which should 

eliminate most of these difficulties. 

Finally, In Section V we give a short description of a chirp penerator. 

which we have constructed on this contract, tor use in transform coding in 

these types of devices. The need here Is to be able to make chirp generators; 

with a high scan rate and a highly linear frequcnev variation with time. 

For use on this contract, wc have purchnsod an optical bcr-'i which 

includes | set of lenses and a life", t source.  In addition, two waveform 

generators for use in the transform devices have beet, purchased. We have 

also constructed an FM chirp generator In this laboratory which has better 

linearity for the scan rates and bandwldths we require than coramerclnlly 

available generators. This is described In Section V of this report. 
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II.  IMAGING AND TRANSFORM CODINn 

A.  Introduction 

We describe here new techniques for scanning optical images.  These 

techniques nakt use of the signal processing methods familiar in the acoustic 

surface wave device field.  In particular, it has proved advintageous to use 

linearly modulated FM chirps for scanning, rather than simple pulses. This 

has the effect of giving an arbitrary scan time, and ta-.kos it pospible to 

carry out Fourier transforms of optical images; in other cases, it is possible 

to obtain chirp Fresnel transforms of optical images. The advantage of usin,; 

such methods is that the signal-to-r.oise ratio can be considerably enhanced 

and the bandwidth of the image signal can be tailored and unnecessary infor- 

mation eliminated from the image. 

B.  Basic Configuration of the Convolver and Thcorv 

Ws consider the silicon-acoustic surface wave-delay line configuration 

illustrated in Fig. II-l. A seniconductor, steh as silicon, is placed in 

close proximity to the surface of the delay lino, typically made of  LiNb^- 

When the device is operated as a simple convolver, two waves arc launched at 

the samo frequency    in opposite directions by means of intcrdigital trans- 

ducers.  These waves have fields that vary as  exp (j.(t+^'v )  and 

cxp [J 't-r./v)  respectively,  where v  is the surface wave velocitv.  In 

the simplest regime, the "depletion*' regime, the total electric field E normii 

to tho surface produces a depletion layer of thickness  |  whe»-e E = qN IU.     ; 
d ' 

6 - 
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N.  is the donor density of the assumed n-type semiconductor,  q  the 
d 

electronic charRe, and c  the permittivity of the semjeouductor.  In turn, 

this Implies that there will be a potential developed across the depletion 

2 
layer j^ ■ qN.f^/Sp  , or 

/ ■ cE^/CqNj  . (Il-l) 

Because of this nonl incarity, a uniform potential vill be 5»c-n«:fatcd at a 

frequency 2a:    .     It can be detected between the silicon and a plane electrode 

on the lower surface of the delay line. This resultant potential represents 

the convolution of the input signal modulations. 

In order to lower the surface state density, the semiconductor surface 

is carefully oxidized  This is particularly important when biasing th». semi- 

conductor or when illuminating it, so as to change the carrier density of 

the silicon and hence the ouf-.it of the convolver, enabling construction of 

a photo-sensitive device. 

C. Application of the Convolver to ImaginK 

Since the silicon used is photoconduct ive. i'luminat inn it moduU;.»s the 

carrier density and hence the nonlinear coupling. The simplest way to read-out 

an image is to insert ■ narrow rf  pulse, the scanning pulse, at one end, and 

a long pulse at the other end of the delay line. The convolution output will 

be modulated and the output as a function of time corresponds to the ilium M.I- 

tion along one line of the image.  One of the original difficulties, o. this 

system was its limited dynamic range because of the inherently high output with 

 — - 



no llghr: present (the dark current;.  A bip advance in the state of the arc 

has been Co make the dark current very small and hence the dynamic range 

large. We do this by passing the light incident on the semiconductor through 

a coarse optical grating of period  /  , as slunm in Fig. \l-'.    This, in 

effect. Introduces a wavenumber K  into the light beam, such that  K/ » 9JT . 

Now the  optimum output Is obtained with two input signals of frequencies 

tu,  , ov,  , propagation constants of  kj  ,  kg respoctlvely such that 

k, -k« ■ 1 K . (Il-2a) 

CD, - o^ « -^  Kv  , (II- b] 
1   •-    — 

where v  Is the velocity of the acoustic surface wave.  Bv using a nondegen- 

erate system with input frequencies n.  ,  0^ displaced by the amount given 

In Eq. (Il-2b a strong output Is obtained when the device is illuminated, 

with a very small output when there is no light. Thus the 'dark current" is 

caused to be very small.  It should be noted that If three colorcr'. gratings 

of different periodicities arc used, the device can bt arranged to give out- 

puts at three different frequencies corresponding to the three primnrv colors. 

Vlth the simple set-up represented in Fir.. II-  and a displacoru-nt in 

frequency of  1  MHz  , wc have obtained a dynamic ranr.e of the order of 

JO dB  . An example of "direct imaging" with I narrow scanning pulse and a 

grating of periodicity     „ml  MMz  is shown in Fi^- H- • Wr .»ro now 

developing a system aecormodating a 80 MHz  frequency displacement.  A 

dynamic rantre of  ? dB or more hat  been obtained.  The dynamic range is 

now llml'cd only by the noise level In the device, i.e.,   its sensirivity. 

Q - 
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verified experimentally:  for small K tfel nondegencratc convoluLicn is inde- 

pendent of K  ; for large K it varies as K  ; the break-off point takes 

5 -l 
place for a frequency offset of 2.5 ± 0.5 MHz, i.«.-,, y -. 5 +  l.lO'm    From 

Eq. (Il-t ) this point corresponds to K - L  , hencs we can measure the value 

of the minority carrier lifetime T - L /D . Wc obtair r ^ 60 t 20 M«- The 

light sensitivity depends on the nature of the semiconducfor and the value of 

the surface potential. The threshold sensitivity has been measured to vary 

from 1 to ICO uU/cm . The MTF of the system depends on whether the surface is 

at flat band or is depicted and has not been fully evaluated for the depleted 

case. Suffice it to say that an advantage of the use of the periodic grating 

is that the MTF is almost independent of the definition. Uc expect and observe 

fk'.  better sensitivity with a depleted surface, due to the high hole velocity 

normal to the surface. 

D. Transform Techniques 

So far we have discussed the simplest situa.ion - that of a short pulse 

scan of tue image. This is equivalent to scanning a semiconductor with an 

electron beam of small diameter.  In such a device the signal-to-noise ratio 

decreases as the time taknn to scan one spot in the image is decreased, i.e.. 

as the definition is increased. Wc now consider the possibility of using more 

complicated waveforms of long-time duration the line time) to scan one line 

of the image.  In this case, if we feed the output into a correctly de«lp.noH 

matched filter, as In radar systems, it is possible to obtain 1 shorr pulse 

signal corresponding to a spot in the image, i.e., to take an inverse rrans- 

form of the scanning signal. As in radar, such matched filter pulse cooprcs- 

sion techniques give rise to an improvement In the siRnal-to-noisc ratio bf nilM 

any spot In the IraiP.o is now scmned for the. line tirac rather than th«» spot tip».-. 

- I' 



As an ««xamplo, when two linear FM chirp SI.TII- «re inserted into 

opposite ends of the device with frequencies UJ ■ m. ♦ u.t , ai ■ av, - svt . 

respectively; they give rise to two waves with a linear variation of frequency 

and a square law variation of phase. Using the center of the device as a 

reference, we find that phase of the resultant product signal is 

«M) - K4 *> - h * ^)t - ^ - mß * jki - jr - ^(t ♦ if   (iI. 

With a grating filter with K ■ (ov, - a>. )/v ,  the output signal due to 

a carrier density variation n(t) alon« the length of the devices, caused 

by illumination with light Is 

•7) 

2 y  7) '^\**2 
F(t) - «  l  "   ln(z) e       ^       x e dz  .     (11-8) 

When u so Uo ■ w , the output as a function of time Is the spatial Fourier 

transform of the carrier density, and hence if ->nc line of the image.  By 

using an acoustic convolver, or matched chirp filter, nnd inserting this sig- 

nal in the proper way, an inverse Fourier transform of the input signal can 

be obtained, and hence the original i-■ •■• ■: n.-i". recovered. 

The device offers the important advantages that (l) It tends to differen- 

tiate against impulse noise because impuiso noise modulation of the Fourier 

transform signal gives rise to a uniform background on the image rather than 

points of light, (2) the Fourier transfom or other transforms can be en^>loved 

for signal processing to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, to eliminate re- 

dundant Information in the pictures, and to obtain an arbitrary scan rate 

17 - 
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along the InagAm? dev'ce, (j) because the input frcqucnciei are different, 

we can feed in signals of arbitrary length without RMOM to worry about 

echoes off the en«! of the line and multiple transit convolutions. 

We have carried out several cxperlncntf to demonstrate these principles 

which are illustrated in Fig. 11-^.. In one example, I grating filter with a 

550 u» period is used In front of the devlrc to give good dynamic rnnre. An 

object consisting of a photographic transparency Is also placed In the path 

of the incident light, and a signal corresponding to the Fourier transform 

of the object is produced, as «h.-wn in Fig. II-"(a).  In this case the input 

signals were IC msec U»nr chirps of opposite «ipn with center frcquoncics of 

US and 1C5 KHz.  In the examples 8h'->wn, wo use^ a simple- 7 period rraciug 

with a periodic spacing 0- approximately ft an    as the illuminated object, 

and displayed the output amplituc'c as a function of rime, as shown in Fig. 

II-7(a). The center peak corresponds to the zero spatial frequency component 

and the two main lohos tr the periodicity of tht gr-itin?;. 

With a slow scan such as the one used here, the  simplest way to recon- 

stitute the imar.c Is with a spectrnw an.»!"7.--r. The output from the spectrum 

analvzer Is shr>wn in Fi'*.. Il-TC'O, ■rf I« •••■ to  c •rrcspom'. woll t.» the con- 

figuration of the ori^'nal ■.»tjert. 

It Is apparent t\'rt   The mttpnC 'ar-'vi.'»li is '«•'rnr.jnt«' hy :ho chirp r.Tti 

and thit thr I'-'irl-r t-r-.isforn te^lir1.,!^ sa Ho«;, anv point on thi ira.irr tor 

dM t-!iole len.th of the Hilrp. Tl us rh«» IOJO .f !'nr te.-hr.iquo provitea I con 

■iderabl« CPhJIuU-—t »I the ti^oal'tO-aoisc ratio, .1? r.inporc«' to <—Moving 

a direct n.irr »w -«iilse »can. 
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The Fourier transform technique i« miirely t-no rxanrle of .i wide ran<'r of 

rign.il procosslnR techniqiirn «ihich cm l>e n^plie«! for optic«I luega prtx-css in,-. 

not only to Improve thr sensitivity hut also the hnn'Vidth nn-' «Vflnitim. 

In the more peneral case, with u. 5/ w,  , a Fresncl ttmmtetm  i< 

obtained. We have demonstrate<J such a Fresncl transform system as sbovn ^n 

Fig. Il-i".  Ir, this case, a chirp output with a chirp rate jt. - ^ and I 
1 Cm 

bandwidth B ■ (^, - ji^) '«A* ia  oStaine*! from one spot at z       in the 

ima.^c  (n(z) = ^^n^ *n t^c intcr.ral of Eq. 'II- )]. The inw-e can he recon- 

structed by inserting the output signal Into a suitably ^atchcil filter, matched 

to a chirp with a rate n, - uu 

In the Appendix, a rigorous mathematical derivarjon at  the entire process 

Is given.  It Is shown how the chirped signals have to be chosen to achieve 1 

given resolution. One concluslcn is that if we suppose that the time length 

of the chirps Is T  , the minimum resolvable spot, defined as the dlstiinco 

between h.  dB points equivalent to the üavl.pjgh «-ritcrion is of length d 
s 

where 

d       -     .'-Tv .%   *   -.    t      "     \\     • (IIV) 

Thus     3       is   the  total   teadvidtll of  fie chirp»!  or  the  ban-'wfi'ih  required   for 

the pulse scm "f  the tr:>;Ttm res«!«    '        Ipot.     In  this  case  It  car. bo shown 

that  the effective scan vslocitp ..'   nv;   *hc onvflvcr boci>ncs 

y — / '. X.    ..       1 
S 

Vui ' M     ■•' 1 ' ^     * (ll-in) 
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Tius  an arbitrary scan velocity ran be rh*.>irc<".     Th«? numt>er of  resolvable 

spot«   is  «till     N« L/'il.     ,   liMSI     L     Is   'he   Irrn^h  of   rhe   imacim;  te«te«. 

It   «s  also shown  in  the anpop/lix  rhat   tha optiMBi sfr.nal-to-nojse ratio 

improvoncnt  in using  this matched   filter chirncd  scan  is 

c - N(R
C/V ■ S(v/,,

s
) - V^i (II-ll) 

There   is   .in  irtrovenent  of     B,,n       because   rhe  hanHwid^h  of   rhe  nofsc  enrcrin« 

the r-.ticchcd  filter  is «lecreaset!  by »»lat   fa^ tor;   am*  rhe'-e   is  a  factor    I    }  the 

uur.hct   of   resolvable  sp< ts  which  ari..',s  b«*.'auso  oi   Kht   larj.e   increase   in   rhe 

time  spent  obtainin", a  signal   fr^i BUM partlculn spot   in  the  imar.e. 

For a TV  *.ine,     T. ^  6    us     ,     H    »      V"?.     .     N ,  we  would  use  an 

acoustic    device with a del.-/ of    T, « s     and  a  ehirp binH-}f!th     B. ■ Wiz   ; 

the  si^nal-to-noise ra^lo   inprovo'-eii   woi'Ul  he    oQ K 'y'     ,   i.e.     ;r   dB     .     The 

initial  experiments were .'ono w-b  t'1»'  sub^pdaa]   ClgttTVfl    T. « 20 |ifl     , 

B    ■• 1.5 I-'.2   .     B ^     7.     W.z     le"'L"'   ro a   10 ooint   nselvtlOB.     r-ip^p'os   r»| 
S V- 

pictures   taken with this  drvioe.   I»y Btdianically BCMBting   in ono ''   rartimi are 

sh<wn   in FIR .   T I -'•. 
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III.  THE AlfUA? CONVOLVER 

A. Conplrto Theory 

A si'aple theory valid for flat h/ind condition has hrcn publlghcd in 

this laboratory.  A new and aore coaplctc theory covcrinc the depletion, 

accuaulation, and inversion refines will now be described. This will uc 

coeparcd with exporiacntal results in Section B.  It is shown that we can 

predict the shape of the variation of the propagation loss with applied dc 

voltage, and can accurately predict the convolution efficiency with variation 

of the applied dc voltage.  The urcof this theory allows us to obtain a diro : 

ncasurc of the surface £t.itc densities in silicon.  It also provides a good 

understanding, of the physic.il procrssrs undcrlyinr, the convolution phenooc- 

non. These results are new and lar aore ronplcte than the previous theory 

available. They lead to an cntinlv new tethninue for ceasurcinent of the 

surface state, density distri^ntien ^nl^tl tlM tandfap, as well as bolm; of 

fund.iacntal inportancn to our unt'ers* vi^fn" of the operation of the con- 

volver and inar.ing device. 

I. Con« r.il Pl»< amin j 

In  thir   st •'••,  vi  .••hall  ctrr*"*.*  the O^M  elCCnit   rorvolution output 

«OltCfAj  ^'c■'.nlc^, by    V ant* we  S'KIII  ref.-r  it   to  f'-i   .»ro-.istic powers; 

thir; neans tliit we •! > n »t  take  into ■eeomt  the tr.ins-.V« er and output  cir- 

crtt less.    We shall  write    V        as 
Op 

op 3 

V-    is the r»>-»n circuit  output voltage <-vnputed .«ssuminr. r.«"* pr■•pi/.ition  r."<; 
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under the emlconductor, L = 20 tnlQa    ,  it the propegetlon loee due to 

the presence of the •cadconductor. If « nonwl surface dlsplacMent field 

D  I* created at the a -face of the aeaicooduccor. we shall see that a 
s 

potential 0  is generated acroas the device, which haa the following 

for« 

0     AD « AD rt s   s 

Ue now asauae two oppositely traveling waves are present with fields D^ 

and D    it the surface of the semiconductor, with acoustic potentials 
s 

d^    and    0^    and power«    P^and    T*2'.    The "nonlinear convolution" 
a r« r a a 

voltage generated la 

0 as 

It can be rewritten aa 

0 

"a      a 

v.   ■   ii   >rt fei I       I    '    '       I   '     V^l^ 

where B is the nonlinear coupling coefficient; tt will be derived in 

Section A.2 by integration ?*  Polsson's  uation . The expression 

■  s Ds*yDs'      / D«  \ 

fxwt    vT"1"/ ra ra ra 

is  the linear gap coupling; it will be derived In Section A.} hj  use of 
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an equivalent circuit concept. The expression below 

a  a       o* 

'a  a 

is twi.re the acoustic iopedance of the piezoelectric used. This will be 

reviewed in Section A.U. 

Th« loss tens L is also a linear tens and hence will be obtained 

in Section A.5« 

2.    The Nonlinear CouplinR 

Uc nay detennine the potentinl at the surface of the semiconductor 

by writing Poisson's equation in the for» 

;!-*H:H-5H-=H ■ tnx-i) 
i   \ WT /   I 

d 

where the synfcol« have their usual nonninr;». IntepratiaR once by multi- 

plying by d^/dy and writlnR P ■ - t^/uy  , «c find that at the surface 

of the semiconductor denoted by the subscript  s 

D^    NdkT< F q^AT) (III-2) 

where the  function    F     is  defined'    .is 

F(v) J? (ex:, v -v - I - 4 j«V -v ♦ v - 1 | I        (III-' ' 

If a DC bias V  is .•'pplicd to the semiconductor, we write potential and 
G 



dlsplaceaenC an 

K ■ ***** 

**    -    V,^.!       ' 

where the subscripts 0 and 1  refer to DC ard RF terns, respectively. 

We solve Eq. (Ill-2) tor * to second order in Dg by *f lUng 

d = AD * BD (III-l^) 
rS        8      S 

Tt   follows that 

. -I 

"D8oHexp uo ■ l) - b (^(-"o5 - lf| (ra"5j 

=   |a(exp u0 -  l) - b(cxn(-u0) - ) 

(       kr  (a CXP ^ •*• b «^'-"p) )        :   | 
X {I m ' ~ D

8oj   ' 
a(cxp(ur)-l)   -b(o>:p(-u0)-l) ) 

(III-6) 

where 

u0    -    q0sOAT   ;  a . qNy   ;  b on^ ^ 

^.T1. F^q^AT)  •  sgn'^) . (1II-7) 
Ds0 

For an n-typc  scmiconJuctor ar«'.  tlmt bind cop.di rior».  where    0^       I  , 

A      i   A-    and    S  ■   1/ oK I      .     MMB the siirf.ico  is well depleted    A - d/c   , 

W    -   1/: qK  f     where     d     U   th"   ler.:tb   >f  tHe  «Irpl.-rjon   Inver  and    >d    the 

Drbyo leiv-.th.    V.rticn t'ic  surfar.;  Is  s»r<   -'v ncf-r l.ifcd or  inverted    A  •  0   , 

H -    )     .    A coxpletc pK't of    i^     vs    rr.:, VT     Is r.iven in Fir.   HI-l   for 
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q^si 

St6l-f 

Fir..  TII-l   -- Plot o«"  c»ic rio^llnear coupling coefficient B 
vs  the I)C Furf.i-o potential. 
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/«rious concentrations N.    B  changes sign und goea through a aaxiata 

when the surface Is nearly Intrinsic.  In that reglae, ^0 is a very 

rapidly v^rrlng function of VG  . Besides the carrier concentration is 

very low and the minority carriers, in particular, cannot follow the rapidly 

varying traveling wave field in order to stay in thermal equllibriun. For 

all purposes the semiconductor behaves as if it were only depleted. For 

stronger Inversion (FqNjt < 0.5) the minority carrier concentration becomes 

large, their time constant becomes shorter and they can now follow the acous- 

tic field, oy drifting rapidly from regions of low field to regions of high 

flald. To sumoarize, the curves of Fig. III-l will not be used near their 

zeros and maxima. 

Equation (111-7) allows us to relate the bias voltage Vc to the DC 

surface potential 0 -    Because of the high capacitance of the piezo- 

electric thickness y - I to ^ ar»  , peralttivlty  I  ~ 70) compared to 
p 77 

the alrgap capacitance 0.1 to 0.3 v«, ^0=  l), «U the voltage is dropped 

across the piezoelectric.  If Dg0 is the DC displacement In the piezo- 

electric we can write 

v  - D A y /c 111-8) 
G   so V yy 

and  from Eq.   (I1I-7),    ^g0    i» given by 

V      -    -^    jNdkTr   •  F'q^0AT>   ■   8g.i(0gO)       . (III-9) 

yy 

J. Equivalent Circuit 

To relate the first order terra in $      to the value of Ds  »we use 

an equivalent electrical circuit in which "current" is displacement current 

- 50 



1 ■ 

I - 1-J> and "potentl.iI•• i.s electric potential i Thr «daittancc 1R then 

Y    J 1»/^   . 

To derive this circuit we «hall aake extensive use '>i  the Kino-Rceder 

perturbation theory  tor the Kaylelßh wave acpiifler. 

Flat P.^nd Condition«-.  Followlnc. Kino-Reeder. the admittance Y*  at r e 

surface of the scnlconductor looking at the piezoelectric through the iir •.■;> 

Is Riven by fUj. [21) of reference f: 

1 

Y  - Y 
[IXI-10] 

where 

r - 

y.   ■■-. 

* ■    Ciiahfgh) 
 ;■•  

, * . ) (l -♦ r-i-'i '>•) 
n 

."'  Is the pervjrbef1. pripauitl-n t n.<tant. p  »ho unpcridrbed one; h  Is 

the .iir !• h< : -ht, w the wl !t!\ cf '  '•• aousrfc beam, 7.     "hi the acoustic 

I: c' i a nt th* inrfa *  of ■ >e i—li nmliM Tor md - • Is vv   .-.-.       VZ 

the    -i'.val'-,-._ v-r-K-.v .Lt» .<f \he ^i«e«Mll«etrle.     ^irait.-Ti»  the a^Tltt.'nrr 

Y       loc' i'.   iito rhe  sew-.co«   j:-'r     spumed  s<"^i-inCinlto  Is  i'lvcn by F.",.   (I    ) 

of refcreo'-e 3. 

Y 

-1 * j(vV 
TTT-l! 
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=  uqN  A     I« thc dielectric  nlm**Um  irequ.acT   for MjMTity carriers; 

„     = v2/(kT/q).    lr.  the dlffuslo.   fr.^uencr;     |l    Is  f^o mr'orlry r.trier moM 1- 

Ity.    From En.s.   (XXX-U)]   an-'     IIT-ll^ we r.-.n .1-«* «n oqulvn'c-nt   -Irc-ft  shewn 

in Fl ;.  Ill-: where wo  i,norc    Y^,^     •    «- r.ezoclc-.rric  is W*** 

by the inductance    £      across  the drivlnR Sour< e    rf      .    The gap  c--t>Hr. 

is  represented by the capacitance    C.^    and the bulk of  the wmA****** 

contains a   toMf ten.    ^     and  a  cap.uitive  fc«.    C^     .     The  respctive 

evpressions arc given below: 

1 .>w/.   (  h 

.- a '    . 

C >''  '' 
gap 

.•M'1 

«1-1 

rb ' c b)1     '•/"•   -   --'v     • 

It will be noted that for me »crncondi-ctors of interest the lc.S!= ten. is 

sr-nl 1 

Tb3 "line«' -.ap coupling" tenn Dj^     is now . t-a^hr' ^rward tu  evaluate 

-1 
rii-15) 

s    3 M(0h) \       m(fih) ' 

The ten»   Pc0Xd/di(ßh)    in Eq.   (111-15) Is - **f*te!im t enr of  tu« order 

of 10=t or less for 10 to 100 fl-cm silicon. 
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liriT'  coin'?:«•  Jii    l^ns. 
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Accuraul.>:..ur. >.)r..'.it;an: .  Kxtra majority carriers arc now acoimulateH 

at rho surface >f nho -»aniconduccor. The -"-ess charge distribution near 

the surtacc and it.* center of nass Lc can oe confuted (see reference . ). 

Thus we can denvr an equivalent uniform surface concentration ^accu 

N'     = N. + J«/2L   , fill-*») 
accu     d    '  c 

where JJ is the total excess charge. The gap coupling is still given h- 

Eq. '111-1^ where ),. is now imputed for a concentration Naccu . C .• 

the correction terra is affected and it becomes even smaller. 

Depiction Conditions. We use the simple depletion layer approximati m 

This introduces an extra capacitance Cdepletion in series with CRap 

C.  ,  .   -     c/l     . (in'- 
depletion 

/ -^   (2c^ /qN.)1'2 is the depletion length.  In other words, the airgnp h 

has now increased to h « /c /c and all previous results are directly 

applicable. 

Inversion. The depletion width increases until f^    becomes of the 

order of twice th<: bulk potential 0g  . For larger 0sO the depletion 

width will level off and any increase of surface potential will correspond 

to an inversion of the surface.  The inversion layer extends into the semi- 

conductor. To keep the calculations simple but nevertheless account for 

the charge spreading, we model the inversion layer as an infinitesimally 

thin charge sheet located at the true center of mass. ■ distance  Lci 

away from Che surface. This decreases the effective depletion length by 

L   and increaj.es the airgap by L ..0/  . Th7 total inversion charge 
ci Cl u 
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per unit area is given by 

mi  -  Nd>d8 (Ill-l-) 

And as in the case of accumulation, g  and L ,  are functions of d 
ci rs0 

and they have been plotted by Many, et al.*  From Eq. '^O^ oi reference 3, 

the admittance of such a sheet is 

2 
ci 

inv 
I- j-/. 

(111-17) 

Di 

where u;   and      are the dielectric rtla::nti.on and diffusion frcqu. ;ies, 

respectively, for minority carriers.  c  is the width of the equivalent charge 

sheet. From Eqs. III-I- ) and  111-17), we obtain the admittance of the inver- 

sion layer 

inv III-I^ 

and we can now draw the full equivalent circuit.  It ic  shown in Fif . 1II-: 

To first ord«T, Y. is mainly capacitive and Y    mainly resistive bulk uci 

introducing ome loss and hence reducing the total current  7 ,  flowing into 

the semiconductor, therefore reducing the convolution outpLt. This reduction 

occurs mainly in the inversion regime; it is therefore of interest to evaluate 

the ratio of 1  m the presence of an inversion characterized by g+) to 

I_ .-»t maximum depletion (g =0): 

lT(g
+) 

IT(g =0) 

0 /to (g+) a s 

^,(•-0) 
111-19) 

The   "reduction  factor"    i     is  8tr.-»ii htforwar I to evaluate  using   the equivalent 
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ytoi-t 

SlUCON-LiNbC^ 
^=0.13m2/Vs 

-100 MHz 

-TYPE 

I 10 100 1000 

CONDUCTIVITY (mho/m) 

FlC I1I-5 -- Prop-Nation loss and.//.vnlues vs. conductivity 
for various airRaps. 

T«) n-type sll'con. 
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>eo/-i 

SILICON-LiNbOj 

ft«0.05m2/V8 
f« 100 MHz 

P-TYPE 

I 10 100 1000 

CONDUCTIVITY (mho/m) 

FIG.   Ill-'  -- Propagation  loss  and //-values  vs  conductivity 
for varioop  airK.->ps. 

^b)    p-tyr«'-   silicon. 
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UiCh non-oxidized silicon, the large surface state density pins down the 

Fcrai level approximately 0.'. V above the vniuncc band edge.  For n-type bilicon, 

the deep depletion model of p.W,?1* should be used.  Some of the experimental 

results ior.M  are given in Table I and compared to the theoretical predictions. 

As can be seen, the agreement is good.  The output circuit was mersured and its 

voltage transfer efficiency comw'-ed.) 

2.  ./y-Value and Propagation Loss vr Applied Bias VoltJRe;  Off Flat 

Band Results.  In order to be able to control the potential at tne 

surface of the semiconductor, it is necessary to oxidize this surface. 

Tfcis oxidation, vhen carefully done, will clamp the f?st surface state 

concentration at a low level. By applying i bias voltage to the struc- 

ture, the energy bands can be bent at the surface relative to the Fermi 

level. The probability of occupation of the fast surface states will 

thus vary as ', tunction of the applied bias, so will the charge located 

in these states denoted by Q    qN  N and the energy distribution. 
SS      5» S 

Besides these so-called fast surface states, there also exists at the 

Si-SiC interface, a fixed charge Q~   independent of the bias.  In the 
2 tc 

case of thermally oxidized silicon, thi» charge is positive; its magnitude 

depends on the cleaning and oxidation procedures used. Nfc  Qf,-/*? can 

be as low as 5.10 charges per cm".  Due to the presence of this positive 

charge, a p-type silicon surface is depleted or inverted in the absence of 

any biasing field; an n-type siUcon is accumulated.  In other woids. the 

theoretical characteristic curves will be shifted towards inversion or 

Qfc 
accumulation by an amount V  ■     A similar voltage shift will be 

oxide 
caused by the fast surface state distribution but, as mentioned previously. 

this shift will be a function of he bias. 

to 



TABLE I 

M-Values Theory und Kxpcrimenc 

Semiconductor:  n-type Silicon; nonoxldizcd; 2 cm long 

Piezoelectric: YZ LINbO ; ' = 1.25 «»«>; h  ICXDO - 1500 ?; f - 100 MHz 

SI Resistivity 

(n-cm) 

2-Port  Insertion Loss (M 

Convolution Efficiency 

(dB^ 

(2) 

Output Circuit Efficiency .^ 

M-Value    ExperimentN 

(h) 
M-Vslue    Theory) 

(V-m/w) 

11 

•  • 

O.h 

5.t   10'-' 

6.5 io'5 

22 

•58 

0.7 

• Ö  10 

6.3 10 

20 

•66 

7 10 

7.5 10 

(1) TMs Includes transducer and propagation losses. 

(2) Ratio In dB of output terminal power In 50 ?l)  to product of 

Input terminal powers. All powers in raW. 

(5) Ratio of voltage actually developed across a SO ?i  load to open 

circuit output voltage V. . 
q0 

SO (U)    Computed for h       1500 X,  assumin-, deep depletion           -20 

-  M 

HM 



Wo use Che results derived in part A to obtain a theoretical ploc of 

the relative  .//-value vs bias voltage in the accumulation and depletion 

regimes. As shown in Figs. III-Ma^ and IH-^(a) we obtain a very good 

fit with the experimental data 11 we allow for the presence of a fixed 

charge at the Si-SiO interface.  The p-typc semiconductor starts out 

slightly depleted corresponding to a Nf  of 0.10 cm  (90 volt shift). 

9  -2 
The n-type semiconductor starts out accumulated with | N,  of JAO    cm 

(100 volt shift).  Figures Ill-Ufa) and Ill-'jfa) only show relntivc values 

of ,// ; absolute values arc compared in Table II, now that we know what 

the flat band voltages arc; the agreement is good here too. 

As the bias forces the surface of the semiconductor to invert, the 

Femi level begins to scan through the fast surface state energy distri- 

bution near one edge of the band gap; this will introdf-e a further shift 

of the characteristics.  In Figs. Ill-', a) and III-5(a) the dashe'l curves 

are drawn in the absence of any fast «tates; to account for them these 

curves must be shifted by an amount .V  shown in Pigs. Ill-' b] and III-5fb) 

as functions of the surface potential  q;' ,/kr  . The surface state density 

distribution per unit cncrr.y N   is then obtained by  graphical differen- 

tiation 

N8s       qdQs8/d^o  "  -"^'iäfWilfio/*) •*»f»/at/a    . 

As seen in Figs. Ill-- b] and lll-r'b), this distrihution exhibits maxima 

near the band edges.  Its general shape and .itrplitudc are in accordance with 

results obtained elsewhere by nrher methods.  The total number of surface 

Ifl 
states measured  in  this way  is    Q . .     1 '       cm near  the  cooductioa band ss 

UC 

ir   -■—in 





edge and Q  ■ 5-2x10 cm"  near the valence band edge.  It is cowparably 
5 S 

harder to accumulate strongly than to Invert a semiconductor, consequently 

the surface state distribution could only be studied at one ext'.^mity o' the 

bandgap with a given semiconductor. 

With all this knowledge, we can now plot the theoretical propagation 

loss due to the semiconductor In all regimes (see Fig. III-Ma) and III-5(a)l. 

The depletion layer approximation is not very accurate in accounting for the 

propagation loss. The theoretical loss is also somewhat higher than experi- 

mentally observed in inversion. The inversion layer uniformity is indeed a 

very sensitive function of the uniformity of the airgap and we noticed that 

only portion«! of the surface were inverted; the transmission loss was hence 

lower than expected.  Besides, the model we used for the inversion layer is 

quite single and mar not be very accurate for light inversion when the 

inversion layer extends several Debye lengths into the bulk. But the general 

shape and orders of magnitudes can bf correctly predicted and in the case of 

the ./^-value, th» agreement is excellent. 
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IV. MONOLITHIC ZnO ON SILICON CONVOLVER 

In Section III we described our work on Che alrgnp convolver for use 

as an optical iraaginR device.  It i- apparent that this coufiguration, 

because of its mechanical deficiencies as veil as certain problems associ- 

ated with a free oxide surface, is not likely t« be useful in a final 

device. But. it ncs been and still is extrcmel  useful for testing out 

rur initial concepts. We have, therefore, dev ed considerable effort to 

the development of | monolithic device  This app 3ach, the deposition of 

2n0 on Si. has required a considerable technological effort, for it is 

necessary to perfect the sputtering of the ZnO, to perfect the interdigital 

transducers required, to understand the theory of the ZnO convolver, and to 

detemin.« theoretically the optimum thicknesses of the Z,nO and the optimum 

resistivity of Si. We have had to grow special epitaxial l-yers of Si for 

this purpose, and learn how to sputter the optimum T.nO. both on the Si and 

in the regions of the transducers. Beyond this point, we have to concern 

ourselves wich the optical problems, nhe perfection of a gooo transparent 

conducting layer through which the light can reach the Si, problems with 

t.-aj.« in the ZnO-SiO. interface, and problems with the SiO:-Si interface 

In which the surface state density is not necessarily optimum because of 

the requirements on temperature while growing the ZnO. 

We have, therefore, been carrying out a joint effort with B.T. Khurl- 

Yakub, working on another contract RADC), to perfect the technology of the 

ZnO on Si convolver.  As time progresses, and we are near to :his state at 

the present time, we intend that the work on this contract will then be 

devoted exclusively to the optical imaging aspects, while the work on the 

- 1.0 - 
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RADC contract will be devoted to the devclcpraent of the convolver for si^nui 

processing applications. 

The basic configuration >mployed is shown 'n Fig. IV-l.  It consists 

of a bulk Si substrate, or .-m epitaxial layer of  n on n  Si.  Approxi- 

mately BOO X of SiO, is thermally grown on the Si. then Au pads are laid 

down on each end of the device.  It is vital that the /.u crystallites should 

be well aligned in the  HP direction, for eventually ZnO will he laid down 

on top of the Au, for tho quality of the ZnO is dependent on the alignment of 

the Au crystallites.  In turn, a ZnO layer approximately 1.  .xi thick is laid 

down along the full length   cm^ of the de< ice  and then at each end of the 

system, interdigital transducers are deposited for use as input transducers. 

In the middle region a thin transparent Au rpproxiraa.-ely .00 R)  contact is 

laid down for optical imaging purposes.  For a convolver this contact can, 

of course, be thicker. 

Initially on tho RADC contract, considerable effort was devoted to 

determining the optimuir temperatures for growth of the ZnO layer.  Tt was 

found that on Au the optimum temperature is approximately 2?5 C. v/hereas 

on SiO the optimum temperature i:; about    C.     These temperatures arc 

critical if well aligned ZnO crystallites are to be obtained so that good 

piezoelectric coupling can be obtained. 

Wc carried out a theoretical analysis to determine the convolution 

efficiency of this type of convolver. Both the optical sensitivity and 

the convolution efficiency tend to be maximum at approximately the same 

point. 

The thcorv for the efficiency of the monolithic convolver was dcrl-.cd. 

initially at flat band conditions.  Ihis theory takes into consideration 
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and      arc the dielectric constants of /.nü in the x and z direc- 
xx       zz 

tions. respectively,   v v  is the couplim; coefficient of ZnO on Si, h  is 

the thickness of the zinc oxide film, d  is the thickness of the silicon 

dioxide film.      is the dielectric constant of silicon dioxide,  \      is 

the dielectric relaxation frequency defined a*.    ^  ,  :  i» the conduc- 

tivity oi the silicon, and  •   is the dielectric constant of the silicon. 

This theory is valid for  5 < 500 MHz and a > 0.ry  "Jm     . 

In Fi«- IV- .  •// and     are plotted as a t'uncrion of the conduc- 

tivity of the silicon for different values of d  . the thickness of the 

silicon dioxide filn.  An optitnna device is used so that, with loss taken 

into account, the efficiency is oaxiaiaa. 

Further developments of the rhcorv indicate that the naxiaiv convolu- 

tion efficiency in 'his configuration occurs when the Si layer is depleted. 

This Is in agrecBent with our experioental results and is a desirable charac- 

teristic for an optical inaRlnR device in which carriers are generated in 

such a depletion layer, and the holes aove through it to the surface to be 

stored at the surface in trap«, thus giving .. relative large storage tiue. 

and hence, high sensitivity. 

It will be seen that in this contiguration the convolution efficiency 

is maxiitea over i wide range of raaistivltl^H. but the optinuo resistivity 

for a 1X> X thick Si«'  layer is -pproxiaately   oha-c«.  Consequently, we 

constructed our convolvers on 1 - 1  ohm-cu» n-tvpc natcrial. thf range of 

resistivities spcrilicö bv the Si nanufacturer. which is fairly near the 

optimal resist rvity in<'. i  of a value in which it is possible to obtain 

high quality material.  A few «•xperioent? have also been carried out on 
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epitaxial n on n  naterlal. which wc have «rown in the Integrated 

Circuits Laboratory.  This material has I  m  thick n  layer and appears 

to be of hlRher quality for our purposes than the bulk material; It Is n^re 

uniform, the resistance between the layer and the bottom contact Is very 

small, and the Uyer Itself appears to have fewer traps present.  For the 

epitaxial layers, we measured the carrier density by Schottky barrier tech- 

niques, but the exact value of the rerlstlvlty of the samples used was not 

measured because convolution efficiency Is almost constant over the ranKc 

specified. 

Ue used 12  finger pair transducers operated at an input frequency cf 

l.: MHz. Because of the presence of the grounded silicon substrate, one 

side of the intcrdlgltal transducers must not be connected to ground, as 

this would moan that no field will exist between thot side and the «old 

pad, and would not then contribute to the generation of the acoustic wave. 

We, therefore, feed the Interdlgltal transducers through an unbalanced-to- 

balanced transformer balun and have designed and constructed a trans- 

former of the type shown In Fig. IV- .  The output ends of the trans- 

mission line arc both floating across two Inductors to «round; these two 

inductors are equal If the transmission line and the wire have the same 

length. The output Is then balanced. We have also designed and con- 

structed | matching circuit to match the interdlgltal transducers to 

The input clrcultr- Is connected as shown In Fig. IV- . With this con- 

figuration, the measured transducer-to-tr-.nr.di ;er loss was l': dB.  This 

Is greater than Its optimum value, because the c .pacitancc between the 

I Im IT pads and the gold film underneath the ZnO tends to be too high. 
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We now have the capability of making pads only a . rail •  mil and have made 

samp*es with a pad capacitance well below the Intorelcctrode capacitance of 

the interdip,it.il transducers themselves. This increases the effective radia- 

tion resistance from approximately 12 7i to  the theoretical value of ^0 Q. 

With such transducers operating in an unbalanced mode, we have obtained a 

tenninal-to-terminal loss of 1^ dB. We expect to reduce the tcrrainal-to- 

terrainal loss in the balanced mode tj less than || dB. 

With the use of the 1: dB transducer, a convolver with an efficiency 

of 

F    P   /P,  P,   =  -5Ö dBm 
out' in in      ^ 

was constructed. This compares with the theoretically calculated value of 

-57 dBm, a very close fit. The present bandwidth of the device is  MIlz. 

The results may also be cenpared with that of nur best air^ap convolvers 

for which F  -I»? dBm  . By reducin»; the loss of th* transducers further, 

and by changin»; some of the parameters slightly, wc expect to bi ablt to 

obtain convolution efficiencies of better than -  dBir. i.e.. an output 01 

-10 dBn with .  dBm reference signals.  This would give a $0-10 dB dynmic 

vange in an optical imaging device. 

Wc have ebsorved 1 shift of the characteristics of the convolver due 

to the application of dc bias to the top place.  This shift reaains when 

blar is removed. We believe that this effect ir due to drivin« Innic 

charges into the silicon dioxide, where they give rise to tr.ip l.vels 

with a large time constant.  Wo have »>rown a layer of silicon nitride 

between the tine oxide am" silicon dio^ . in order to prevent this effect; 

it .ppcars to porlona the protective rr*« expected.  An adHitional effect 
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encountered at first was due to the Ionp.-t.jae stcrap.c of charge generated 

when the applied fields were beyond the avalanche breakdown point.  Now, 

with more careful attention to the applied fields ^nd to the processing 

treatments employed, we appear to be able to eliminate the hysteresis with 

the use of silicon nitride. 

We have carried out experiments to determine how these devices will 

perform as photosensors, but have not yet used them to obtain scanned 

images.  So far, we have illuminated the total area of the semiconductor 

and determined how the efficiency is modulated. Wo have observed that we 

have been able to change the output efficiency of the convolver by |fi dB, 

i.e., we have obtained an 18 dB dynamic range.  This compares very favorably 

with the airgap convolver in which the dynamic range is close to 10 dB when 

no grating is used in front of the convolver.  In this configuration, we 

would of course expect to eventually place a >;ratin>-, on t'e top surface to 

obtain a large dynamic range, just as in tho airgap convolver.  This would 

be easy to do in this system, for the grating could be placed very close to 

the silicon surface in a further deposition. 

The results obtained are onlv prellrainarv and are not cptimi/.ed.  The 

grid layer is pr:>baMy tliiiker than it shnuld bo and. thus, the lij;ht pass- 

ing through it is attenuated; we need to thicken uj" the cd/.c.s of the gold 

layer so that its ros-isramc will be lower aloiR its length, thus making 

the devire suitable f.>r ima ♦ng in w^ii'i a uni.'trr bi>;». speed response i* 

needed over thj length if tbo fil i.  A far mor. serious problem his been 

the fact that in the optl.il mot?c tV r««:ults hive not been highly rcpro- 

duciblo. al'.hoM h rhn convolver' i».«s<l\;es .ire hi, h repcodnclhltt,  ~le 

basic problcri here appears to !>-  -L.ted to the presence of surface st ites 
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.it the silicon Jlcxiclc-sll icon Interface. This leads to thr presence of 

both slow and fast states.  The slow states give ris«' to a lonK-terni memory 

bec.i>:3e charges .ire stored in »hem for periods which tan extend up to d.-y«: . 

thus acrounCinR !For the lack of reprr»duciHilitv of the rasolt«.  The fnst 

states nre useful in that they store charge and honce lead to more sensi- 

tivity but it is difficult to eMttot Üu"  unif^rmitY of the surface states. 

We do not believe that it is fruitful to trr and meet the surface state 

problem head on. We arc. Therefore, adopt in« ■ different approach very simi- 

lar to that ac'opted in the charge coupled device.  Basically we are con- 

structinn our next devices usim-, a Inrge number of p-n junctions alon>; the 

seniconductor surfaces; the mnlinear interaction now takes place in the birioi) 

junction rather than at the sur'ace. This should avoid the whole proSl ■» as:->• i 

ated with surface states and also plve rise to extremely hißh sensitivity in tin- 

optical inaging device.  Our work on this buried • hanncl concept will be de- 

scribed in the next progress report. 

At the sane time, we are rir'shin«: up our fmnrovements on the convolver 

configuration so as to operate wit'1 somewhat Mfth*C resistivities, of the 

order of J  ohir-cm: this she-ilr r-ve ar .M'cienrv of  F   -   dRm  , or 

better.  We are llso de i  fn»- nev I an« U      rs to in» re;.<e '^c  bandwidth to 

1 -   Mil'.  We or poiM '  d • this by d-- • • •r  '' e MMbcc of linger pairs 

and increa«:. n-. f • •  p>--.-Li..g . --jreicv. 
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V.  FM CHIRP GENERATOR 

Because of Che specialized requirements placed on Che sweepers in this 

experiment, it was felt that .-; specialized sweeper would be more appropriate 

than a general laboratory instrument.  Thus, a design project was undertaken 

to meet these requirements.  The sweeper must be capable of very high sweep 

rates (200 kHz/.isec), while maintaining extreme linearity  - kO  kHz troru 

straight line .  It was felt that the design would be simplified with the 

use of integrated circuit oscillator components by implementing the basic 

voltage controlled oscillator at  C MHz, and then doubling to IX MHz.  The 

requirement for the  3 MHz VCO were sweep rates of up to 100 kHz/^sec and 

linearity of t 20 kHz from straight line. 

The basic circuit chosen for the VCO utlllred a Motorola KC !• ■-• inte- 

grated circuit oscillator with a pair of hyper-abrupt junction vt-ractor 

tuning diodes In the tank circuit.  It wa-> found experimentelly that cherc 

was a narrow region over which the capacitance varied as  l/NT  where V 

is the applied voltage  In a fashion which was sufficiently linear to allow 

the design requirements to be met.  The problem here Is that, while the 

p 
diodes show approximately a  1/V'  characteristic, there Is some error, and 

the deviations from the correct characterls Ic can be large. 

Once the desired operating point on »he diode was located, an Inductor 

was chosen to give the desired center frequencv.  A control voltage buffer 

circuit was then constructed to allow the diodes to be biased at the proper 

point, and yet allow a sweep Input voltage which varied about zero,   so as 

to be able to keep the center frequency Invariant while varying the sweep 

rate. 

f,l  - 
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* Durim; the testlnK of the oscillator. It was found that thetx; wa» 

larRC temperature dcpem'.cnt frrquencv variitlon.  It was «k-tcrmlned that 

this variation came iron three sources:  the temperature ^efficients of 

the tuning diodes, the Input capacitance of the MC l   . and the refer- 

ence voltage for the diodes.  The tuning diodes were placed in component 

ovens and the MC l ■■    was put on .1 component heater to temperature stabi- 

lize them.  The reference voltage was temperature stabilized by the use 

of a temperature compensated reference diode  IN    . 

With these additions, the VCO was then «.sed with an Internal bridge 

diode modulator followed by a power MpUfiAT-doobUf circuit to achieve 

the desired center frequency and bandwidth.  He tinuit Is shown In 

Figs. V-l and V- . 

These sweepers were found to p.rfcrr. as expected and will sweep well 

In excess of the desire! rate, while still maintaining the required linearity 

over a slightly reduced bandwidth, as can be seen :rom the frequency devia- 

tion curves ;'.iven in Pig. V- . 
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APPF.KDIX 

IMAGING BY TRANSFORM CODING 

We give here a derivation of the mathematical results associated 

with the convolution and filtering processes that take place In the 

complete imaRlng system represented in Fip. 11- . 

Notation: 

L length of the semiconductor 

v acoustic wave velocity 

T - L.'v acoustic delay under the semiconductor. 
A 

The Input chirped signals have the following characteristic«: 

- duration T_ 

- chirp rate a,  and *   in rd s 

- r.otal input bandwidth Bc -"i *    TC 

- dlsp-rsive tllter bandwidth B     i"   ^B *' 

Convolver Output: 

Wc take the center of tl  semiconductor as the origin x     .If 

the -.wc input electrical signals are fj t  and f  t   . the output 

voltage of tht convolver h t  l^ given by 

h t     /  fl t 

-1. 

:  t . |   dr A-l 

Now let  f  and  f  bi the chirped signals of center frequency   .  and 

and chirp rate .   and  -    . r «.p. tivel*: 

exp jf . • — It 
'.<• i^y 

- m • 

- -- ^— 



and 

I  •      XP J 
( ■-)' 

'A-5) 

Due to the presence of the gr.itIns, we assuae no d.irk current and hence 

the output of the convolver is proportional to the light generated car- 

rier density n z  . V- express this output as 

L/ I 

h(t)    cxp j.-jt)  I   n(i) exp j 

r 

••i 
r.X. dr 

A-. 

The output corresponding to one spot of ll^ht at  z,  is obtained by 

letting n z   * 'x - zfJ)    In Eq.  A-• 

h0(t) -  cxp  j '0* 
"l t   •   cxp   j (^5 

h   t      is  chirped wit- Uq   Mfei      i -n      '"-' !•*■ vmtom trt—.'iJf ll 

a linear function of position 

(«)     . - 
... • .. 

(A-5) 

h t   Is also called the Frcsncl Transfonn of n z1  .To reconstitute 

the original laagc n z   , we «ust thus feed h t   into a filter watched 

to a chirp rate .. - ,i      and length  Tc    The transfer function of such 

a filter can be written as follows: 

i cxp (-j   A- | 

..j - .. : ; 
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where I  Is unity in the interval  (^ - (^ - ^ ^A , ^ + (»V ^V 1 

.nd zero out.ide it. Ue did not account for the linear phase factor In 

FM which corre.pond. to a constant fetal delay; and we had to introduce 

an "absolute value" sign to ensure the hemlticity of the transfer function, 

In what follows, we shall only Integrate over positive frequencies AM 

introducing an extra factor : ) and we shall drop the absolute value sign. 

Let ■(•) be the spectru» of h(t)  , the output of the filter is 

•,t) ■ 7s f F(a>) H(a3) exp'j t) 4. 'A-7) 

with 

H       —       f   *   t' 
J -    J ^~Z 

1 exp^-j t') dt' 

Fro- Eqs. A-:.} through (A-fi \ g(t) -:an be put in the for» 

*L/2 

g(t)=^ J     i» •(«)•• 
-1/2 

1^(! 

'- 

// 
exp j I  z t /t'-t) ♦ 

1 ' ^ ■ 

dt'd 

A-. 

To co«ute the double integral over  t'.   . w. define the variables  ...T 

.,(z) 

1 
A-IO) 

. SB . 



and  rewrite    g(t)    as: 

L/2 

K   t 

4/B 
dz n(z)  cxp   J  1 - I   4 aYr)t 

,../. 

<;        ' v ^u, -w^) l"^' 

/-(^^) 

f    ' y 2 j cxp 

.,-     z   -"ß 

»(•)   v 
1       t (t._) 

•1   t J 

dO 

The integral over T  is 

V •r1^ 
JwA 

(A-ll) 

and the integral over 

arrangements we obtain 

introduces a  sin X/X function.  After a few re- 

g i - ♦ —j 

f    n / 

-1/2 

sin "B  t z/v ) 

TB  t s 

w, -1 ..   / z ■ 
dz 

A-l 

a^/(n. -Ur,)  is the tiae d«iaT in the dispersive filter at the center V s  '^./^i * w,, 

frequency  .^  . The sinX'X  function is the "scanning function".  It is 
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peaked about the point r = v (t - IQ)  , hence vs  is the actujI scan 

velocity given by the relation 

H ' ^2 _8 (k-l7.) 

Ul + M2        BC 

The ? dB width of the "scanning function" defines the minimum resolvable 

spot d : 

v     v 
d  . -i - - (A-iM 
S    Bs    BC 

The nuiAer of resolvable spots Is therefore given by 

■ - - -  BCTA "  BSTC   ' (A-15) 
d 
s 

The last equality comes from the definitions of the velocities v and vs ; 

we can Indeed write 

L    vT.  = v Tr A     s C 

For medium-to-high resolution 'N > 50), the scannlnR function Is sharply 

peaked about  | - %(t - TQ)  •  In this case it can be shown that over the 

center lobe of width :d  , the phase error, in the integral of Eq. (A-12), 

is only r/V     .    We may therefore approximate the phase term In this integral 

by Its value at z  . V (t-^)  • The limit5 ot  integration can also be 

re-oved to infinity If we consider that n z'  is zero outside the Interval 

(-L/2, L/21  .  Finally, to obtain the amplltvide of the reconstituted Imago, 

we approximate the scanning function by the dlrac function 
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Equation (A-lt) follows; 

g(t) . tP%«K(*-^) 
f B 

exp - j 
(u^t|)(u1-^) ^ ^^ )2 

[I 1VM2 )• 

/    \  21   0 

(A-16) 

g(t) Is a replica of n  , delayed by T0 and chirped with a chirp rate 

approximately equal to Uj - u^ and a center frequency  ^  . 

Comparison with the Direct Imaging System 

In a direct imaging system, a narrow pulse of width $    scans the semi- 

conductor at a velocity v    The output is 

«direct'^    ■•Oy)/•<«)* 
t - z/v 

5 dz 

L   lä. 
The resolution is simply v« and the number of resolvable spots    - - 

Besides the output bandwidth is I The    function can be approxi- 

mated by ve^(x-vt) and t^y^U) bcc0!nes 

'direct 
(t) i  ve n(vt) exp'j.^t)  . (A-17) 

For a given resolution let us now compare the S/N ratio in the two systems. 

In the chirp system the signal amplitude is given by Eq.  A-KN and the 

noise is proportional to the bandwidth Bs  .  In tt e direct imaging system 

the signal amplitude is ,;iven by Eq. (A-17) and the bandwidth used is 9       I 
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hence 

'S/N) 
chirp system 

v2 T /B 
s  C  s 

Mel B 

S/N) 
[*Y 

direct systen,   ^^-1 

Since the resolutions have to be identical, we can write N = T 6  - T B 
A      AC 

We then obtain the S/N iraprovement C.  provided by r.he Transform Co^ln? 

of the image. C  is given by 

T B 
C C (A-18) 

We used Eq. (A-l'O •  Equivalent forms for G  are readily derived: 

,i N —    N — (A-19) 

Design Curves 

We denote by a  the dispersion of the rccon^titution filter 

in Hz/sec).  By definition, 2n      .      - ■*\ ell B  and 

B   the frequt .cy excursion in the two input chirped signals so that 

!',   ..^T^, .ind —B    . T   . With thi'so additioml tlofinitions we give 

below a sunmury of the results needed in desij-ninK the system; 

a Tc    B, -h 

BC  "  Bi*p 

B     B, -B 
s     1 

N    P. Tr  -  BrT4 s C     (.A 

We can express  Br. T„ and B   in terms of the acoustic dclav time  T 
'•   l»       S ■ A   ' 
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the filter dispersion i and the number of resolvable spots N 

obtain 

Wc 

%   ' "AJ 

Tc  -  (N/a) 
1/2 

B  -  UH)l/?  . 
s 

Figure A-l^ gives plots of Bc , Tc and Bs vs N  in the particular 

experimental case where TA   • usec and  a  is J Wz/'-O   .sec. These 

plots allow us to determine B^ B  and Tc  , the chirp characteristics, 

to achieve any resolution N below 120.  Figure A-l(b)  gives plots of 

T  and B  vs a  for the three resolutions N   U-'O, '00 ond ^00  . 
C       s 

If the line time T  and the resolution N arc given, one can therefore 

find what dispersive filter to use 



(a) NUMBER OF SPOTS 

FIG. A-1--Deslgn curves for the imaging systcn by Fresnel transforms 
a)  Line time, filter bandwidth and cliirp bandwidth 
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